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TOWN OF SIDNEY 
 

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE MEETING 
Monday, June 17, 2019 

Council Chambers 
 

6:00 p.m. 
 

** This meeting will be videotaped and posted on the Town’s website. ** 
 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 
 

A G E N D A 
 

 
1. CALL TO ORDER 

 
2. APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA  
 
3. PRESENTATIONS 

 
a. CREST - Technology Renewal Project 
 - presentation by Gord Horth, General Manager, CREST Emergency Communications.  

 
4. ADMINISTRATION & FINANCE 
 
5. PARKS & INFRASTRUCTURE 
 
 a. Urban Forest Strategy   
  - presentation by Evan Peterson, Barefoot Planning.  
  Report dated June 11, 2019.  
 
6. PROTECTIVE SERVICES  
 
7. DEVELOPMENT & PLANNING      
 
 a. Development Variance Permit Application No. DV100284 (10326 Menagh Place) 
  (To relax setback requirements to allow accessory structure in the rear yard).  

- presentation by Andrew Bradley, Applicant.  
  Report dated June 7, 2019.  
 
8. OTHER BUSINESS 
9. NEW BUSINESS  
10. MOTION TO GO “IN-CAMERA” (closed meeting) - Not required.  
 

11. ADJOURNMENT 
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Comments:

Dear Mayor McNeil-Smith & Council,

ln the ¡nterest of keeping our shareholders informed and up-to-date on the Capital Region's
emergency communications system, the following is a brief highlight of February's board
meeting.

As you know we are well underway on our technology renewal project. The "next generation"
technology is replacing the existing 16-year old radio system that currently serves 50
emergency response agencies within the Capital Region. The new radio system is based on
digital radio technology known as Project 25 (P251, which provides first responders with
enhanced audio clarity and improved coverage among other operational and safety benefits.

Phase I build-out of sites in the core is complete and agency cutover onto the new system has
been underway since January. The cut-over process is coordinated on an agency by agency
basis, and typically takes place quite quickly. Presently Victoria police, Saanich police, Oak Bay
police, Victoria bylaw, and University of Victoria security are operating on the new P25
network. We anticipate the transition for core fire departments to occur during the 2nd quarter
of 2019.

Phase 2 (Westshore & Saanich Peninsula), Phase 3 (Gulf lslands & Pacific Rim) will follow the
same pattern, with an expectation that the new system will be complete by end of 2019.

Site availability and build out are critical to the network timetable. Some of the sites in phases 2
(Westshore) & 3 do not yet have final agreements in place. This is a priority over the coming
months.

As the region grows, as density increases, and as buildings get taller, it is of upmost ímportance
for the CREST Board that our region's emergency communications system continues to respond
optimally in a rapidly changing physical landscape. To avoid unintended, costly and serious
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pubic safety consequences, it would be prudent to have CREST work pro-actively with local
Sovernment plannlng staff to help inform planning decisions thereby ensuring that new
development allows for uninterrupted communícations for emergency providers within new
buildings. The process of engagement with municipal staff has consisted of sharing of
information, education and coordination. CREST's general manager has discussed this issue at
CAO regional forunns to discuss ways of furthering this endeavor. Thank you in advance for your
supporr.

I have also enclosed a small primer booklet on CREST that you míght find worthwhile.

With new council members coming on board as a result of civic elections last fall, we are more
than willing to provide a short CREST update in person to Council or your committee of the
whole. Please feel free to let general manager Gord Horth at shorth@crest-ca or myself know if
you would like more information on the work of CREST.

Sincerely,

' lt. 1¡

Gordie Logan, Chair
CRËST

Cc: CAO Randy Humble, CFO Andrew Hicik, Fire Chief Brett Mikkelsen
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Re: 2018 CREST Annual Report

On behalf of the Board of Directors of CREST emergency communications, I am pleased to
provide our 2018 Annual Report. This the third year of the multiyear program where CREST
began implementing the $24.5 million technology upgrade that will see public safety agencies
throughout the region switch to a digital P25 platform. The new system will provide first
responders with enhanced audio clarity and coverage among other operational and safety
benefits. The year focussed on the implementation of Phase 1 of the P25 technology renewal
project with priorities placed on site acquisitions, infrastructure installations and system and
equipment testing and training. Twelve new P25 transmissions sites became operational in the
Core Area to improve public and emergency responder safety. These strategically located sites
address gaps in local as well as regional coverage and are well received by our user groups.
New site development outside the core, to house the new P25 equipment, along with
refurbishing of existing sites to prepare them for additional equipment, kept our crews busy. The
year concluded successfully and the new technology plan will unfold, region by region, from
2018 through into 2019.

Technology interoperability and resiliency for our public safety agencies remain at the heart of
CREST's 4-year technology plan. 2018 was a pivotal year in moving this plan forward. By
completion at the end of 2019, all 50 agencies that use the CREST system will benefit from the
upgrade. This will be the third major investment made since CREST was formed 16 years ago.
To fund it, we have a five-year financial plan that calls for modest annual increases.

Your support in distributing this report would be greatly appreciated. We've provided copies for
distribution within your organization and for placement in your reception area(s). Additional
copies are available from Charlotte Robinson at crobinson@crest.ca or 250-391-6552.

Please contact General Manager Gord Horth if you would like an update on the status of
implementing the technology plan, and our commitment to providing effective emergency
communications for the safety of our communities.

Sincerely,

Gordie Logan
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ABOUT CREST
On behalf of its shareholders, CREST provides and maintains emergency 

communications equipment and infrastructure for more than 50 fi rst responders 

and public service agencies throughout the Capital Region. This includes fi re 

departments, police departments, ambulance services, BC Transit and public safety 

organizations. Over 8 million calls per year go through the CREST system, or one 

call every four seconds. A team of 6 technically gifted specialists do nothing else 

but meet the communications needs of over 3000 users wherever they are working 

across region 24/7. CREST is funded through user fees paid by the agencies using 

the system. Their fees are based on the geographic size of the area they serve, its 

population, the number of radios required, and radio traffi  c. In addition, the Capital 

Regional District contracts with CREST to provide an emergency communications 

system for the region. This collaborative shareholder model ensures that each 

shareholder has an equitable voice in public safety decision making.

CREST is incorporated under the BC Business Corporations Act and regulated 

by the Emergency Communications Corporations Act. It is a private emergency 

communications not-for-profi t corporation owned by its shareholders and governed 

by a Board of Directors. CREST’s dedicated emergency telecommunications network 

responds directly to the region’s unique island geography and strengthens the 

Capital Region’s ability to be self-reliant in the event of a natural disaster.

DID YOU KNOW?

New building construction is all about energy effi  ciency—keeping heat out 

in summer and holding on to it in winter. Unfortunately, this also means that 

modern buildings keep radio signals out. The accelerating use of modern, high 

tech materials for exterior cladding is exacerbating radio coverage challenges.

Achieving satisfactory in-building emergency radio communications in modern 

or large dense buildings is readily attainable by utilizing technologies designed 

by radio frequency engineers. Bi-Directional Amplifi ers (BDAs) with Distributed 

Antenna Systems (DAS) pre-built/installed in buildings are popular solutions 

for in-building radio coverage. This equipment is designed to overcome the 

natural shielding that results in areas of no radio coverage such as subterranean 

garages and internal areas of buildings constructed with cladding, doors and 

windows designed to conserve energy.

In practice, a BDA system consists of a small “donor” antenna that is pointed 

at the nearest radio site connected to a BDA which in turn feeds a DAS or 

distributed antenna system. Once constructed and tested, the operation and 

maintenance of the BDA systems remains with the building owners and forms 

part of the core infrastructure like elevators, ventilation and lighting that is 

maintained for public safety.

“THE SAFETY AND SECURITY 

OF OUR OFFICERS AND THE 

CITIZENS WE SERVE ARE OF 

THE UTMOST IMPORTANCE TO US. 

THE POLICE RADIO IS ARGUABLY 

THE MOST IMPORTANT TOOL IN 

OUR TOOL BELT; IT CONNECTS US 

NOT ONLY TO EACH OTHER AND 

TO OUR POLICE DISPATCHERS, 

BUT ALSO TO OUR POLICING 

PARTNERS INCLUDING THE 

FIRE DEPARTMENT AND BC 

AMBULANCE PARAMEDICS. 

THIS TRANSITION TO THE “NEXT 

GENERATION” RADIO SYSTEM IS 

A STEP IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION 

FOR OUR OFFICERS AND FOR 

PUBLIC SAFETY.”  

“WE HAVE ALWAYS RECOGNIZED 

THE ADVANTAGES OF WHAT 

AN INTEROPERABLE CREST 

NETWORK PROVIDES. THE 

NEW P25 NETWORK JUST 

TAKES IT TO THE NEXT LEVEL 

IN STRENGTHENING PUBLIC 

SAFETY. RADIO CLARITY IS 

MUCH IMPROVED AND SO IS 

COVERAGE WHICH IS KEY. AS OUR 

REGION DEVELOPS, THE NEW 

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY ALLOWS 

FOR BETTER PENETRATION OF 

BUILDINGS, AND IN ADDITION, 

THE HIGHER CAPACITY OF THE 

P25 NETWORK ACCOUNTS FOR 

GROWTH IN THE CRD.”

CHIEF DEL MANAK
VICTORIA POLICE

CHIEF BOB DOWNIE
SAANICH POLICE
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In 2018, CREST passed the half-way mark in the roll-out of the 

P25 technology upgrade for the Capital Region. The $24.5-million 

technology renewal project remained on budget and current with 

implementation timelines.

Phase One infrastructure installations completed in the Core 

Area (Victoria, Esquimalt, Oak Bay and Saanich) and fi nal 

system optimization, radio training and testing saw police 

and fi re agencies preparing for fi nal cut over from the existing 

Smartzone system to the P25 network at year end. Promised 

gains from the new technology in audio clarity, improved 

coverage and increased capacity were immediately realized 

and feedback refl ected high user-satisfaction.  

The completion of new communications mono-poles in High 

Rock Park and behind the Fire Hall in View Royal, along with 

new transmission sites in James Bay, Hartland, and Interurban 

(Camosun), strengthened public and responder safety in the 

surrounding communities eliminating pre-existing dead zones. 

Positive feedback from our user groups fueled enthusiasm 

for Phase Two implementation. On the Saanich Peninsula, 

in cooperation with the Town of Sidney and the Sidney Fire 

Department, CREST co-located a planned transmission site 

in Sidney’s new Community Safety Building, ground zero 

for emergency preparedness on the Saanich Peninsula and 

home to the Sidney Fire Department, B.C. Ambulance Services, 

and the Peninsula Emergency Measures Organization. Given 

the interoperability features of the new P25 CREST network 

that will provide a common platform for all user groups to 

communicate, this integration of public safety emergency 

services under one roof will allow for the optimal delivery 

of public safety services.

Negotiations commenced for two new transmission sites for 

Phase Two on the Westshore and are expected to complete 

in the spring/summer of 2019. The majority of the Westshore 

will receive enhanced emergency telecommunications services 

Gordon Horth,
General Manager

Gordie Logan, 
Chair of the Board

NEXT GENERATION 
TECHNOLOGY ROLLS OUT

through additional capacity and use of 700 MHz spectrum, 

which is particularly well suited to support this growing area’s 

rapid transformation to a more dense, urban landscape.

A very productive year for CREST wrapped up with the launch of 

Phase Three and community outreach with residents of Ganges on 

Salt Spring Island where CREST is negotiating one of two planned 

transmission sites to strengthen the network connectivity across 

the Gulf Islands. Discussions with well-informed citizens were 

thorough and transparent, and meetings with the Islands Trust 

are planned for early next year. 

Looking ahead, the Core Area will go live in early 2019 with 

VicPD, SaanichPD, Oak BayPD, University of Victoria security, 

and the City of Victoria bylaw offi  ce operating on the new P25 

system. Fire agencies in the Core Area are expected to follow 

later in the spring. Saanich Peninsula agencies will begin training 

and testing on the new P25 network as Phase Two of the project 

nears completion in the fi rst quarter of the year and attention 

shifts to the Westshore, and Phase Three, the Gulf Islands and 

the Pacifi c Rim.

On December 20, Mother Nature reminded everyone across the 

Capital Region of CREST’s importance when the most damaging 

windstorm in BC Hydro’s history hit Vancouver Island and the 

Gulf Islands particularly hard, with strong winds lasting more 

than 12 hours in some regions. The CREST team of multi-talented 

professionals that maintain and support the CREST network 

provided responsive, eff ective and effi  cient service to CREST 

users 24/7 over a period of ten days. While our existing network 

performed very well under pressure, this remarkable storm 

reinforced our Region’s commitment to the new P25 network.  

We look forward to 2019 and the successful completion of this 

four-year public safety project.

On behalf of the Board of Directors, we thank our CREST 

employees for their ongoing professionalism and dedication, and 

we thank our user groups and our citizens for whom we work. 
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• Improved Reliability

• Increased System Capacity

• Superior Audio Clarity

• Enhanced Interoperability

• Better Regional Coverage

THE MOST DISTINCT ADVANTAGES 
OF THE P25 UPGRADE ARE:

• Enhanced Interoperability

• Better Regional Coverage

INCREASED COVERAGE

Additional transmission sites being 

added in the new P25 system

Current system transmission sites

P25 represents a suite of standards for digital radio 

communications used by federal, provincial, state and 

local emergency response agencies across North America. 

It is considered a world standard.

WHAT IS A P25 
STANDARD?

CREST is moving to “next generation technology”, undertaking 

a $24.5-million investment to upgrade existing emergency 

communications technology from an analog to all-digital 

platform called P25.

System capacity will increase by 30%, handling over 2500 

mobile and portable radios, 30 transmission towers, and over 

50 in-vehicle repeaters.

P25 TECHNOLOGY 
RENEWAL PLAN



Left to right: Brian Anderson, David Screech, Megan McMath, Esther Paterson, 

Chad Rintoul, Karen Harper, Gordie Logan, Karel Roessingh, Sandra Sajko, 

Kyara Kahakauwila, Murray Weisenberger, Lillian Szpak, Tim Morrison.

THE 2018/2019 CREST 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Left to right: Brian Anderson, David Screech, Megan McMath, Esther Paterson, 

Chad Rintoul, Karen Harper, Gordie Logan, Karel Roessingh, Sandra Sajko, 

Kyara Kahakauwila, Murray Weisenberger, Lillian Szpak, Tim Morrison.

Revenue $7,835,713 $8,537,155
Direct operating expenses 2,304,168 2,469,211
Other expenses
     Amortization 2,103,056 2,949,716
     Interest expense 1,161,190 1,312,510
Total expenses 5,568,414 6,731,437
Excess of revenue over expenses 2,267,298 1,805,718
Surplus, beginning of year 3,352,622 6,526,311
Surplus, end of year 5,619,920 8,332,029

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

The CREST network endured the 

storm of December 20, 2018

Call volumes on the CREST system 

saw 76,738 transmissions versus 

41,433 on the same day in 2017. 

Average talk time per transmission 

increased. This was particularly 

noticeable in the Gulf Islands that 

experienced the worst of the storm. 

The new P25 network will reduce 

wait times when the system is under 

pressure since it has more channel 

capacity than we presently have 

on the existing system.

CREST provided and set up 

the dispatch equipment in the 

new consolidated emergency 

communications centre (911 for 

all regional police departments). 

Located in Saanich and operated 

by E-Comm, CREST continues to 

maintain the dispatch equipment in 

this centre, as we do for all dispatch 

operations in the Capital Region.  

DID YOU KNOW?

THE WINDSTORM 
OF 2018

PERFORMANCE BY THE NUMBERS

2017 2018

99.9863% 99.9968%

1871 / HR 1622 / HR

552 CALLS 711 CALLS

16,388,410 14,209,818

2783 2778

TOTAL 
TRANSMISSIONS

AVERAGE
CALL VOLUME

NUMBER 
OF RADIOS

1 BUSY FOR
EVERY

SYSTEM
AVAILABILITY

2017 2018

Please contact us if you would like a copy of CREST’s 2018 Audited Financial Statements.



ABOUT CREST

SHAREHOLDERS
CREST has 20 shareholders:

BC Ambulance Service

BC Transit

Capital Regional District

 •   Juan de Fuca Electoral Area

 •   Salt Spring Island  

Electoral Area

 •   Southern Gulf Islands  

Electoral Area

City of Colwood

City of Langford

City of Victoria

District of Oak Bay

District of Central Saanich

District of Highlands

District of Metchosin

District of North Saanich

District of Saanich

District of Sooke

Province of British Columbia

Royal Canadian Mounted Police

Town of Sidney

Town of View Royal

Township of Esquimalt

USERS
There are 50 agencies in the  

Capital Region that use the  

CREST system:

BC Ambulance Service

BC Conservation Officer Service

BC Transit

Canadian Forces Base

 •  Fire

 •  Police

Central Saanich

 •  Fire

 •  Police

Colwood 

 •  Bylaw Enforcement

 •  Fire

Capital Regional District

 •  Hazmat Team

 •   Salt Spring Island Electoral 

  Area - Fire

 •  Piers Island - Fire

 •  Pender Island - Fire

 •  Saturna Island - Fire

 •  Mayne Island - Fire

 •  Galiano Island North – Fire

 •  Galiano Island South - Fire

 •   Southern Gulf Island  

Emergency Program

 •  Otter Point - Fire

 •  Willis Point - Fire

 •  East Sooke - Fire

 •  Shirley – Fire

Emergency Management BC (PEP)

Esquimalt Fire

Greater Victoria Police  

 Victim Services

Highlands Fire

Island Health

Langford 

 •  Bylaw Enforcement

 •  Fire

Metchosin Fire

North Saanich Fire

Oak Bay 

 •  Fire

 •  Police

Parks Canada

Port Renfrew Fire

RCMP

Saanich

 •  Fire

 •  Police

Sidney Fire

Songhees First Nation

Sooke 

 •  Bylaw Enforcement

 •  Fire

St. John Ambulance

University of Victoria

Victoria

 •  Bylaw Enforcement

 •  Fire

 •  Police

Victoria Airport Authority

 •  Fire

 •  Security

View Royal Fire

2018 BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Brian Anderson, BC Transit 
Councillor Tim Chad, Town of Sidney 

Jeri Grant, Juan de Fuca Electoral Area 
Mayor Nils Jensen, District of Oak Bay 
Councillor Kyara Kahakauwila, District of Metchosin 
Councillor Gordie Logan, City of Colwood (Chair) 
Jeff Lott, RCMP 
Councillor Margaret Lucas, City of Victoria 
Wayne McIntyre, Salt Spring Island Electoral Area  
Councillor Tim Morrison, Town of Esquimalt (Vice Chair)
Councillor Niall Paltiel, District of Central Saanich  
Councillor Kerrie Reay, District of Sooke 
Rob Reeleder, Southern Gulf Islands Electoral Area 
Councillor Karel Roessingh, District of Highlands 

Sandra Sajko, Province of British Columbia 
Councillor Lillian Szpak, City of Langford 
Councillor Jack Thornburgh, District of North Saanich 
Paul Vallely, BC Emergency Health Services 
Councillor Aaron Weisgerber, Town of View Royal 
Councillor Leif Wergeland, District of Saanich  

FINANCE COMMITTEE
Brian Anderson, BC Transit 
Rob Reeleder, Southern Gulf Islands Electoral Area 
Councillor Karel Roessingh, District of Highlands (Chair) 
Councillor Kerrie Reay, District of Sooke 
Councillor Kyara Kahakauwila, District of Metchosin

GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE
Councillor Kyara Kahakauwila, District of Metchosin [Chair]
Mayor Nils Jensen, District of Oak Bay
Councillor Tim Morrison, Town of Esquimalt
Councillor Karel Roessingh, District of Highlands

STAFF
Anastasios (Taso) Barous, Communications Technologist 
Albion Bunjaku, Systems Engineer 
Bruce Elliot, Communications Technologist 
Mason Ford, Systems Engineer 
Gord Horth, General Manager 
Al Marston, Operations Manager 
Charlotte Robinson, Office Manager

UNIT #110-2944 WEST SHORE PARKWAY, VICTORIA BC  V9B OB2  
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TOWN OF SIDNEY

Report to Committee of the Whole

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

SUBJECT:

Chair and Committee Members

Kevin Webber, Planning Technician

June 11,2019

Urban Forest Strategy

FILE NO.:6300-20

PURPOSE:

The purpose of this report is to provide Councilwith information on the development of the Urban Forest
Strategy and to propose next steps in this process.

BACKGROUND:

The Parks Master Plan (approved by Council on January 22,2018) recommended the development of
a dedicated Urban Forest Strategy (UFS) to address the long{erm management of trees on both public
and private land in Sidney.

ln June of 2018 the Town hired consultant Barefoot Planning to develop a UFS that would provide a
clear vision and objectives for the future management of Sidney's urban forest.

The scope of the project was as follows:

1. Assess the existing tree canopy cover and set goals for future tree canopy coverage;
2. Address the long-term health, distribution and preservation of trees in the Town, including

potential changes to bylaws/policies;
3. Review the existing policy and regulatory mechanisms for identifying and preserving significant

treed areas;
4. ldentify areas to potentially expand the urban tree canopy coverage (e.9., parks) and make

related recommendations; and,
5. Create boulevard tree policies that inform the enhancement, replacement and expansion of

urban street trees in the Town.

The project involved an online survey and two public consultation events, each of which were followed
by a detailed review by Town staff and further refinement of the UFS draft. Details of the events are as
follows:

. An Open House was held in October of 2018 to introduce the project to the community, provide
background on the current state of Sidney's urban forest, and solicit public input on future
directions for the UFS. The Open House was followed by an online survey where additional
feedback was gathered. Approximately 60 people attended the Open House and 23 online
survey responses were received. An overview of the project was also included in the October
2018 issue of Town Talk.

o Parks, Public Works and Planning Department staff met in November of 2018 to discuss
strategies for improving Sidney's urban forest as well as ways to increase public interest and
engagement with Sidney's trees and natural areas. lnformation from this meeting was passed
on to the consultant and incorporated into the UFS.
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. A second Open House was held in February of 2019 to present key ideas from a draft version
of the UFS to the public and gather feedback. The Open House was followed by an online survey
where additional feedback was gathered. Approximately 25 people attended the Open House,
8 comment forms were filled out, and 2 online survey responses were received.

. Staff met in March, April and May of 2019 to review a draft version of the UFS. lnformation from
thís meeting was passed on to the consultant and incorporated into the UFS.

. A final version of the UFS was reviewed by staff in June of 2019 and forwarded to Council for
consideration.

The public process for the project included multiple social media posts, newspaper advertisements and
contact with stakeholders in order to ensure a high level of awareness of and substantial level of public
input in the project.

DISCUSSION:

When assessing Sidney's current urban forest canopy coverage, the Town was found to be in a
relatively unique situation compared to other municipalities in the CRD as much of the land was
deforested and cleared for agriculture in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Currently, Sidney's urban
forest provides an estimated 14.47o canopy coverage. This is significantly lower than municipalities
such as Oak Bay with 33% canopy coverage, or Saanich with 38% canopy coverage, which were
urbanized to a lesser extent. However, Sidney is comparable to other, more urbanized municipalities,
such as the City of Victoria with 18% canopy coverage.

Taking into consideration the existing low degree of canopy coverage, limits to available planting areas,
staffing, and fiscal resources due to Sidney's small size, the consultant has recommended that an
interim tree canopy coverage target of "no net loss" between 2019 and 2030 be established, followed
by a targeted increase of 18"/"by 2040 and25"/"by 207Q. To achieve these targets, the consultant has
provided a number of recommendations centered on 1) protection and management of existing trees,
2) planting and enhancement of areas with new trees, and 3) stewardship and education initiatives to
foster community awareness and involvement with the urban forest. Specific action items from these
categories are listed in the following section.

NEXT STEPS:

The UFS lists a number of recommended on-going, short-term, and long-term actions based on
feedback received through the public engagement events and surveys, insight provided by Town staff,
and the consultant's project team's knowledge and research. The recommended improvements for
Sidney's urban forest are as follows:

On-going Actions
o Undertake a communications campaign to raise public awareness and understanding of the

urban forest and tree protection and care.

o Strengthen the Official Community Plan Objectives and Policies, Development Permit Area
Guidelines, and Environmentally Sensitive Area Guidelines to protect existing trees and promote
the planting of new trees.

¡ Create an inventory and digital database of Sidney's publicly-owned trees.

o lncrease Sidney's tree canopy coverage from the currently estimated 14.4% to 25"/" by 2070.

o lncorporate UFS recommendations into all new park and local area plans, including the recently
completed concept plans for Rathdown, Brethour, and Resthaven parks.

. lmprove the development review process to better protect existing trees on site and ensure the
appropriate location and species of new replacement trees.

. Explore external funding options to subsidize new tree plantings.
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o lnvestigate options to protect trees and natural areas on private property, with a focus on a
voluntary approach.

. Work with local stakeholder groups to plant and maintain trees and natural areas.

o Establish partnerships with local indigenous groups to better manage natural areas.

. Review and update the UFS targets and guidelines on an on-going basis.

Short-term Actions
. Develop a Tree Planting Plan for boulevard trees and pursue site specific urban forest planting

projects (i.e. natural areas in parks).

o Create a preferred tree species planting list.

. Update Tree Preservation Bylaw Protected Tree species size and species requirements as well
as Replacement Tree rates.

¡ Assess and improve internal operational and staffing resources to aid in urban forest
management.

o Amend Boulevard Maintenance Bylaw to detail the responsibilities for the care and maintenance
of boulevard trees.

o Work with community partners to create an annualArbor Day celebration.

. Adopt a public process to expand the significant tree inventory based on community input.

o Establish protocol agreements with BC Hydro regarding tree pruning and maintenance and
Fortis BC regarding underground works.

o Consider methods to encourage tree plantings on private property, such as the development of
a free native tree program for residents of Environmentally Sensitive Areas.

o Develop a Guide to the Tree Preservation Bylaw for homeowners.

Long-term Actions
o Develop an Adopt a Tree Program, where private property owners help maintain recently planted

public boulevard trees.

. Work to develop incentives and/or requirements to facilitate an increase in permeable surfaces
(i.e. natural landscaping), tree canopy coverage, preservation of existing tree stands, and
healthier growing/soil conditions for new developments.

. Work with partners to create a model, interpretive native restoration area at the ArdwellAvenue
Beach Access.

. Consider adopting a tree donation program, where residents or organizations can pay to have
trees planted on public property.

. Measure and report on the value of ecosystem services provided by the urban forest on both
public and private lands.

o Develop procedural guidelines for managing and responding to hazardous trees.

Staff are of the opinion that starting in 2019, phased, prioritized implementation of the Urban Forest
Strategy should be considered as part of the annual fall strategic planning and subsequent budget
processes.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:

Current projections by Town staff indicate that to achieve the recommended increase in canopy
coverage of 25"/o by 2O7O and to meet many other goals and objectives outlined in the plan, additional
budgeting for boulevard trees and parks staff will likely be required. An increase in canopy coverage
will require a significant increase in tree plantings on public property, as well as private.
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Currently the Town has approximately $90,000 in its Replacement Tree Fund that can be allocated for
the planting of new trees. Staff estimate the cost of planted trees at approximately $500-700 per tree;
this cost includes the cost of the tree and the labour and materials to plant it. The Town also budgets
an annual amount for the maintenance of boulevard trees, which lor 2019 is approximately $67,000. lt
should be noted that the latter budget is primarily labour costs for the maintenance of existing boulevard
trees and is not generally used for new plantings. As noted above, a significant increase in tree plantings
would require additional staff and specific funding in the budget.

There is currently no budget allocated to tree-related educational, outreach or partnership programs. ln
addition to internal Town budgets, grants and donation programs are also potential external funding
source identified in the UFS, and these should be pursued as well.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

1. That the Urban Forest Strategy report by Barefoot Consulting, dated June 11,2019, be
received;

2. That staff analyze the action items from the Strategy and bring forward potential projects
for consideration as part of annual fall strategic planning and subsequent budget
process.

Respectf ully submitted, I concur, I concur,

Kevin Webber
Planning Technician

, MCIP RPP
Senior ager, Long Range
Planning

I concur,

MCIP, RPP
Chief Administrative Off icer

Attachments: AppendixA: Urban Forest Strategy, Barefoot Consulting

Jenn Clary, P. Eng, PMP
Director of Engineering
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URBAN FOREST 
STRATEGY AT A GLANCE

What did the community say?

Some key community input included:

 » Protect trees and enhance natural areas adjacent to the 

bird sanctuary

 » Promote adequate growing conditions and healthy soils

 » Support residents and volunteers on 

enhancement programs

 » Increase street tree plantings throughout the Town

 » Reduce the impacts of development on mature tree

See pages 11-13 for more details

What are the UFS 
goals?

Three primary  goals were 

established that the strategy 

seeks to achieve:

 » Urban Forest Protection & 

Enhancement

 » Beautification & 

Placemaking

 » Implementation Framework

See page 14 for more details, 

including UFS Values and 

Principles.

What is this?

The purpose of the Urban Forest Strategy (UFS) is to [a] establish a clear vision and objectives for 

the future of our urban forest and [b] identify the policies and actions to achieve those objectives. 

Why plan for the urban forest?

The benefits of urban trees are numerous – from beautification 

to traffic calming to habitat creation to stormwater management 

– and these benefits extend beyond more natural forested areas. 

See pages 8-10 for more details.

What are the existing conditions?

Sidney’s urban forest is primarily characterized by a 

compact, highly urbanized development pattern and a lack 

of large natural areas. As a result, the existing Tree Canopy 

Coverage is relatively low 14.4%. See Chapter B for more 

details. 
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WHAT ARE THEY KEY 
RECOMMENDATIONS?

Below is a list of the high priority actions of the UFS

See pages 42-46 for the full implementation plan, including all actions.

ON-GOING ACTIONS 

 » Strengthen policies (e.g., OCP) relating to tree 

retention, landscape design, and identifying 

opportunities for ecological connectivity

 » Create and maintain a public tree inventory 

using GIS technologies

 » Work to meet an interim canopy coverage 

target of “no net loss”

 » Utilize park planning and local area plans to 

improve urban forest health

 » Improve the Development Review process to 

improve mature tree retention and growing 

conditions

 » Explore external funding sources for urban 

forest initiatives

SHORT-TERM ACTIONS

 » Develop a Street Tree Planing Plan based 

on a block-management approach

 » Undertake an initial pilot program 

to determine success of identified 

native species

 » Improve the Tree Preservation Bylaw to 

better mitigate impacts on the urban forest

 » Conduct a review of staff and resources 

dedicated to urban forest management

 » Improve the Boulevard Maintenance 

Bylaw and clarify related responsibilities

 » Undertake an urban forest awareness 

campaign to raise public awareness and 

understanding

MEDIUM- AND LONG-TERM ACTIONS

 » Develop incentives and/or requirements to improve the ecological integrity 

of development

 » Develop a Boulevard Tree program



This chapter reflects the first phase of the project 
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A3. About Urban Forests

What is the “Urban Forest”?

The urban forest is the sum total of all trees 

(and related biotic and abiotic elements) 

within an urbanized community. This forest 

includes all publicly and privately owned trees, 

such as those in parks, on school grounds, in 

residential yards, and along streets.

These trees may have very different 

appearances – from remnant forests, to small 

tracts preserved during development, to 

designed landscapes to leftover, untended 

collections of vegetation. Collectively, and 

through planned connections of green spaces, 

the urban forest provides critical “green 

infrastructure” on which communities depend.

Urban forestry, then, involves the planning, 

planting, protection, and maintenance of trees, 

forests, green spaces, and related resources 

in and around cities and communities for 

economic, environmental, social, and public 

health benefits for people.

What makes a successful Urban Forest?

A successful urban forest is defined by its 

quality as much as its quantity. In a compact 

city context, a high quality urban forest should 

be both productive and abundant while also 

supporting and accommodating a range 

of other community needs and functions. 

This results in a sunny, open forest structure 

with a diversity of treed environments 

throughout all parts of the community – 

varying by neighbourhood, land use, and local 

growing conditions – to provide a breadth 

of functions and benefits to human, other 

species, and natural systems (see diagrams 

on pages 9 and 10).

Urban forests are critical in cooling the urban heat island effect, beautifying streetscapes 

and neighbourhoods, providing urban habitat, and improving air and stormwater quality.
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Benefits: Why an Urban Forest?

-./0$% 3.**2% 0$)% d:0G(3+% :./0$% &".*232% H."9()*% I0$+%

benefits to communities. These include the following:

Social and Community Benefits

» -./0$% &".*232% (IH."9*% ":.% d:0G(3+% "&% G(&*% 0$)% K*GH% 3"%

/*0:3(&+%E"II:$(3(*2D

» !.**2%0$)%#*GGLG0$)2E0H*)%4.":$)2%0.*%0I"$4%3K*%I"23%

(IH".30$3%&0E3".2%E"$2()*.*)%#K*$%($)(9():0G2%EK""2*%0%

HG0E*%3"%G(9*D

» O.**$%2H0E*2%*$3(E*%$*(4K/":.2%":3)"".2%"$%0% .*4:G0.%

/02(2;%#K*.*%3K*+%/:(G)%&.(*$)2K(H2%0$)%E"II:$(3+%3(*2D

» M".J*.2%#(3K%0%9(*#%"&%$03:.*%&."I%3K*(.%)*2J%#*.*%&":$)%

3"%K09*%/*33*.%"9*.0GG%K*0G3K;%($E.*02*)%_"/%203(2&0E3("$;%

G*22%&.:23.03("$%#(3K%302J2%0$)%"9*.0GG%K(4K*.%&**G($42%"&%

G(&*%203(2&0E3("$D

Health Benefits

» !.**2% 0$)% 4.**$% 2H0E*2% E0$% K*GH% *02*% 3K*% *9*.+)0+%

H.*22:.*2%"&%G(&*D

» N9*$% /.(*&% *$E":$3*.2% #(3K% $03:.*% E0$% (IH."9*% "$*g2%

0/(G(3+%3"%E"$E*$3.03*D

» Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD) symptoms in children 

0.*%.*G(*9*)%0&3*.%2H*$)($4%3(I*%($%$03:.*D

» X"0)2()*% HG0$3($42% 0$)% G0$)2E0H($4% E0$% .*):E*%

).(9*.%23.*22D

» F03(*$32% #(3K% 9(*#2% "&% 3.**2% &."I% 3K*(.% K"2H(30G% /*)%

2H*$)%G*22%3(I*%($%3K*%K"2H(30G%3K0$%3K"2*%#(3K%$"%9(*#D

Crime and Safety

» ]$% 0% 23:)+% "&% ($$*.% E(3+% $*(4K/":.K"")2% ($% 3K*% -D'D;%

4.**$*.%.*2()*$E*2%K0)%G"#*.%E.(I*%.03*2D

» ]$$*.% E(3+% &0I(G(*2% #(3K% 3.**2% 0$)% 4.**$*.+% ($% 3K*(.%

(II*)(03*% ":3)"".% 2:..":$)($42% K09*% 20&*.% )"I*23(E%

*$9(."$I*$32D

» k*(4K/":.K"")2% #(3K% #*GG% E0.*)% &".% G0$)2E0H*2%

E"$3.(/:3*%3"%.*):E*)%&**G($42%"&%&*0.%0$)%9("G*$E*D
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This list of urban forest benefits was sourced from: kelowna.ca/parks-recreation/urban-trees-wildlife/urban-trees-their-benefits

Air Quality

» !.**2% (IH."9*% 0(.% d:0G(3+% /+% .*I"9($4% 03I"2HK*.(E%

E0./"$% )("b()*;% 0/2"./($4% 0(.% H"GG:30$32% 0$)% H."):E($4%

"b+4*$D%!K*%09*.04*%=0$0)(0$%:./0$%3.**%(2%*23(I03*)%3"%

.*I"9*%0/":3%577%J4%"&%E0./"$%"9*.%0$%?7%+*0.%H*.(")D

» 8$%0$0G+2(2%"&%3K*%M02K($43"$%UD=D%I*3."%0.*0%E"$EG:)*)%

3K03% 3.**%E"9*.% 4*$*.03*)%0$$:0G% 0(.% d:0G(3+% 209($42%"&%

l6aD?%I(GG("$D

Reduced Energy Costs

» !.**2% H."H*.G+% HG0E*)% 0.":$)% /:(G)($42% E0$% .*):E*% 0(.%

E"$)(3("$($4%$**)2%/+%^7%H*.E*$3%0$)%E0$%209*%57%L%`7%

H*.%E*$3%($%*$*.4+%:2*)%&".%K*03($4D

Environmental Benefits

» !.**2%H.*9*$3% .:$"&&% 0$)%*."2("$;% .*2:G3($4% ($% (IH."9*)%

water quality and reduced stormwater runoff or flooding.

» 1".% *9*.+% A777% 3.**2;% $*0.G+% "$*% I(GG("$% 40GG"$2% "&%

23".I#03*.%.:$L"&&%(2%H.*9*$3*)D

» !.**2%0.*%0%E.(3(E0G%2":.E*%"&%K0/(303%&".%I0$+%#(G)G(&*D

Economic Benefits

» F."H*.3+% 90G:*2% "&% #*GGLG0$)2E0H*)% K"I*2% E0$% /*%

($E.*02*)%/+%`L57%H*.%E*$3D

» 8%23:)+%"&%:./0$%&".*232%2K"#2%3K03%&".%*0EK%lA%($9*23*)%

in urban forest management, up to $3 in benefits is 

.*3:.$*)% 3"% .*2()*$32% 3K.":4K% ($E.*02*)% H."H*.3+%

90G:*2;% .*I"90G% "&% 0(.% H"GG:30$32;% 0$)% *$*.4+% 209($42%

3K.":4K%2K0)*D

» 'K"HH*.2% K09*% ($)(E03*)% 3K03% 3K*+% #":G)% /*% #(GG($4% 3"%

2H*$)%:H%3"%A5%H*.%E*$3%I".*%&".%H."):E32% ($%/:2($*22%

)(23.(E32%#(3K%033.0E3(9*%:./0$%&".*232D

Diagram of Tree Benefits

-./0$%3.**2%H."9()*%I0$+%*$9(."$I*$30G;%

social, and economic benefits:
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A4. Project Process
The planning process for the UFS included two public open houses, three surveys, two staff 

workshops, and multiple expert interviews. Thank you to all of those who contributed!

Preliminary Analysis | Project Team

The Project Team undertook analyses of the urban forest, 

including identification of areas of significance, opportunity 

areas, existing conditions and canopy coverage, and related 

Town policies.

Engagement Round 1 | Public & Town Staff

Dedicated interactive events (and an online survey) with 

community, stakeholders, and Parks staff will set the stage 

for deeper analyses and developing the key elements of the 

Urban Forest Strategy.

Early Draft Strategy | Project Team

The Project Team will analyze the engagement data from 

community, stakeholders, and staff in order to create an early 

draft of the Urban Forest Strategy, including vision, goals, and 

recommendations.

Engagement Round 2 | Public & Town Staff

Another round of events with public, stakeholders, and 

Parks staff will provide opportunity for feedback on the draft 

Urban Forest Strategy.

September 2018

October 2018

Nov-Jan 2019

Jan-Feb 2019

Finalize & Present | All

Following the second round of engagement, the 

Project Team worked with Town staff to iteratively refine the 

final UFS. Once complete, Barefoot presented the final UFS to 

Council at a public meeting. May 2019
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A5. Community Consultation

Community consultations included a two large-scale public events, two surveys, and 

engagement with local youth.
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A collaborative engagement process 

integrated public engagement with focused 

consultations with key stakeholders and 

school groups, along with dedicated workshops 

with Parks and Development Services staff. 

As a result, the project process progressed 

from guided but open-ended public 

feedback to a refined set of implementable 

recommendations. The key outcomes from 

the engagement process are summarized 

briefly below:

Key features and conditions to 
pursue for an enhanced urban forest 
are...

 » Pursue funding and partnerships

 » Strengthen policy and awareness to 

protect and improve areas adjacent to the 

bird sanctuary

 » Strengthen regulations impacting loss of 

trees due to development

 » Create a strong vision for the future

 » Map and inventory existing (significant) 

trees and new plantings

 » Protect nesting trees and adjacent trees

 » Prioritize trees over surface parking

 » Better protection from construction and 

public works (e.g., underground)

 » Recognize carry-on impacts of removing 

large stands of trees

 » Respect private property rights with regard 

to the impact of policies and regulations

Key tree planting strategies are...

 » Select native species and species that 

create maximum benefit and habitat

 » Ensure adequate growing conditions and 

utilize gator/watering bags

 » More flowering trees

 » Developing a boulevard tree plantings plan

 » Support residents (particularly within 

ESAs) with incentives, such as watering 

allowances or tax breaks

 » Establish a boulevard tree program (i.e., 

free trees with owner maintenance)

 » Denser plantings in public parks

Key areas of protection or 
opportunity for enhanced urban 
forestry are...

 » Strengthen protection within 

Allbay peninsula

 » Expand Roberts Bay ESA to include 

properties further inland

 » More plantings / buffering around 

Mary Winspear Centre

 » Increase street tree plantings throughout 

Sidney, including Ardwell Avenue, 

Orchard Avenue, Ocean Boulevard, 

Bowerbank Road, Resthaven Drive, etc.

A6. Consultation Outcomes
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Based on past initiatives, project 

team analysis, and public, 

stakeholder, and staff consultation, 

the following goals were developed 

to represent the key objectives 

that the strategy seeks to achieve.

Based on the analyses and consultation phases of the project, a framework was created from which 

to build the resulting recommendations and implementation strategy. The project goals, values, and 

principles inform all the subsequent plan content; and, this content must speak to the framework in 

order to achieve the project goals.

Implementable Framework

Identify the necessary amendments and 

next steps to create a comprehensive policy 

and regulatory framework to guide the future 

of Sidney’s urban forest.

Urban Forest Protection and 
Enhancement

Provide guidance for the restoration, 

maintenance, and expansion of the urban 

forest and natural areas.

Beautification & Placemaking

Provide direction for the integration of 

street trees in the creation of high quality 

streetscapes and well-defined, beautiful, 

and “green” urban places.

Project Goals

A9. Project Framework
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Similarly, based on consultation 

and analysis, the following 

represents the most important, 

core values that the project should 

speak to and embrace in all aspects 

of planning.

Green Infrastructure

Integrating built and natural assets to 

increase ecological and infrastructure 

functioning, simultaneously.

Connection & Well-being

Fostering a community connection with the 

natural environment and facilitating related 

recreational activities.

Urban Design & Placemaking

Utilizing trees and landscaping to enhance 

and better define streetscapes and 

public spaces.

Project Values Ecological Health & Resilience

Working to enhance the integrity and 

resilience of the natural environment.

Learning & Collaboration

Fostering collaboration and learning about 

the urban forest via education, funding, and 

partnerships.

Finally, the project principles 

represent the guiding ‘rules’ that 

the recommendations and priority 

actions should speak to in order to 

achieve the project goals.

Commitment & Investment

Demonstrating an on-going civic and financial 

commitment to a healthy and ever-improving 

urban forest.

Systems Integration

Incorporating multi-functional solutions, 

such as landscaping that looks nice but 

also helps manage stormwater and provide 

species habitat.

Future-Oriented & Adaptive

Looking to the municipal and climatic futures 

to ensure recommended actions that prepare 

for an uncertain future.

Actionable and Strategic

Focusing on implementable policy 

amendments and next steps, rather than 

high-level policy directions.

Project Principles



!K(2% EK0H3*.% H."9()*2% 0% K(4KLG*9*G% d:0G(303(9*% 0$)%

d:0$3(303(9*% 022*22I*$3% "&% 3K*% *b(23($4% :./0$%

&".*23% ($% '()$*+D% !K*% E"$3*$3% (2% .*H.*2*$303(9*%

"&% 3K*% ":3E"I*2% &."I% H."_*E3% 3*0I% 0$0G+2*2;% c

($EG:)($4% O]';% 2(3*% 9(2(32;% 0$)% 0% .*9(*#% "&% .*G*90$3%

policy and regulations. Inside, you will find...

» 8$%"9*.9(*#%"&%K(23".(E0G%E"$)(3("$2%"&%3K*%:./0$%

&".*23%($%'()$*+j

» 8$% "9*.9(*#% "&% *b(23($4% :./0$% &".*23%

9:G$*.0/(G(3(*2%0$)%"HH".3:$(3(*2j

» 8$%022*22I*$3%"&%*b(23($4%3.**%E0$"H+%E"9*.04*;%

($EG:)($4%E"IH0.(2"$%3"%2(I(G0.%I:$(E(H0G(3(*2j

» 8$% "9*.9(*#% "&% 2*33($4% 3.**% E0$"H+% E"9*.04*%

30.4*32;%#(3K%*b0IHG*%/*23%H.0E3(E*2%&."I%"3K*.%

E"II:$(3(*2j

» A summary of existing areas of significance 

0$)% 0.*02% "&% "HH".3:$(3+% ($% '()$*+g2% :./0$%

&".*23j%0$);

» 8$%"9*.9(*#%"&% 3K*%*b(23($4% :./0$% &".*23% H"G(E+%

&.0I*#".J%($%'()$*+D

B1. Chapter Overview

ASSESSMENT 
OF EXISTING 
CONDITIONS

"
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3"%$*#;%/0.*%2:/)(9(2("$% 3"%I03:.($4%2:/:./0$% &".I%#(3K%H.*2*.9*)%H0.J%0.*0%0$)%2"I*% ($E.*02*2% ($%

E0$"H+%E"9*.04*D

A#@%)$W0. [1I-. R%)41!*. =)%%L. $#. [%1+9#)$. A#1*% c% 2K"#($4% E0$"H+% E"9*.04*% EK0$4*2% "9*.% 3(I*;%
($EG:)($4%40($2%0.":$)%P*.I0()%=.**J%0$)%2"I*%G"22*2%0)_0E*$3%3"%<*0:&".3%X"0)D

>V7V

>VUX

BXXX

BX>E

>V7V

>VUX

BXXX

BX>E
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B3. History of Our Urban Forest
'()$*+% (2% 2(3:03*)% #(3K($% 3K*% E"0230G%

U":4G02%1(.%*E"2+23*I%0$)%#02%0%#($3*.%9(GG04*%

2(3*% &".% 3K*% !̱SÁNEĆ% F*"HG*% &".% 3K":20$)2%
"&% +*0.2D% !K*% !̱SÁNEĆ% 0.*% /*G(*9*)% 3"% K09*%
E:G3(903*)% 3K*% G0$)2E0H*% 02% 0% H."):E3(9*%

J#*3G0G% SE0I02T% I*0)"#% ".% YO0..+% [0J%

2090$$0KZD%[9*.%3K*%H023%A`7%+*0.2;%2($E*%3K*%

arrival of the first settlers, the Town rapidly 

3.0$2(3("$*)% &."I% (32% $03:.0G% ".% E:G3:.0GG+%

modified state to predominantly farmland to 

($E.*02($4G+%:./0$(R*)%E"II:$(3+D%!K*%$03:.0G%

&".*23% #02% )*E(I03*)% /+% G"44($4% ($% 3K*% G03*%

A?772%0$)%*0.G+%Aa772D

[$% H04*2% A?LAa;% +":% E0$% 2**% 2"I*% "&% 3K*%

EK0$4*2%SG"22*2%0$)%40($2T%3"%":.%:./0$%&".*23%

0$)%3.**%E0$"H+%E"9*.%"9*.%3(I*D%82%.*&*.*$E*;%

!"#$%230&&%K09*%HG0$3*)%"9*.%^77%3.**2%;%"9*.%

3K*%H023%`%+*0.2D

A1$H*#5(./1)6.1)%1 – showing canopy coverage changes over time, including significant losses near 

8.)#*GGiX*23K09*$%02%#*GG%02%2"I*%40($2%($%I03:.($4%0.*02D

>V7V

>VUX

BXXX

BX>E

Coastal Douglas-fir Biogeoclimatic (CDF) Zone is the smallest and most at-risk 

/("4*"EG(I03(E%R"$*%($%<.(3(2K%="G:I/(0%0$)%(2%"&%4.*03%E"$2*.903("$%E"$E*.$%S<(")(9*.2(3+%
<=;%577?TD% ]3% (2%K"I*%3"%3K*%K(4K*23%$:I/*.%"&%2H*E(*2%0$)%*E"2+23*I2%03%.(2J%($%<=;%
I0$+%"&%#K(EK%0.*%.0$J*)%4G"/0GG+%02% (IH*.(G*)%".%E.(3(E0GG+% (IH*.(G*)%S<=%="$2*.903("$%
U030%=*$3.*;%57A5T
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B4. Existing Conditions
Sidney’s urban forest today is characterized by a number of strengths and weaknesses:

Threats & Vulnerabilities

 » Flat topography and historical use as – 

for example – agricultural/cultivated and 

industrial land;

 » Highly urbanized development pattern and 

policies typically limit plantable space in 

most areas;

 » Degraded watersheds and biodiversity as a 

result of historical uses and development;

 » Very limited areas of existing mature forest 

(e.g., Reay Creek Park);

 » A general lack of large street trees in 

neighbourhoods and downtown;

 » Development pressure has led to removal 

of mature trees in favour of young 

replacement trees with less benefits;

 » Existing tree replacement rate (due to 

plantable space, growing conditions, staff 

resources, and development impact) is not 

increasing its overall canopy cover;

 » Only 1 arborist on staff, deployed in a variety 

of non-tree tasks while also managing tree 

permits and inspections.

Strengths & Opportunities

 » Some areas of strong ecological value and 

potential to build upon (e.g., Beaufort Grove, 

Reay Creek);

 » Significant opportunity to enhance 

urban forest on public (e.g., parks) and 

private/institutional lands (e.g., schools, 

private yards);

 » Significant potential to establish 

community partnerships and engage 

volunteers to co-manage urban forest;

 » Well-coordinated and motivated parks 

staff (in need of additional resources and 

policy direction);

 » Strong ecological and naturalist history 

(e.g., John Macoun) that can be built upon 

and celebrated in creative ways;

 » First Nation history and knowledge that 

may be recognized and applied to support 

cultivated, functioning landscapes.

Together, most of these factors reduce the 

health and scale of our urban forest – and 

specifically limit the overall tree canopy 

coverage. Moreover, a number of essential 

– if not challenging – opportunities for 

improvement as a result of improved urban 

forestry are present (e.g., enhancing local 

biodiversity and watershed health).
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Existing Canopy Coverage in Sidney

!.**% E0$"H+% E"9*.04*% (2% 0$% (IH".30$3%I*3.(E%

"&% 3K*% 2E0G*% 0$)% K*0G3K% "&% 3K*% :./0$% &".*23D%

'()$*+g2% *b(23($4% 09*.04*% 3.**% E0$"H+%

E"9*.04*%(2%A6D6h;%*bEG:)($4%&".*2K".*%0.*02%

0$)%0(.H".3%G0$)2D

Canopy Coverage Comparisons

1".%E"IH0.(2"$;%K*.*%0.*%3K*%.*H".3*)%*b(23($4%

E0$"H+%E"9*.2%($%2"I*%$*0./+%0$)%E"IH0.0/G*%

I:$(E(H0G(3(*2,

» >(E3".(0 %%%%%A?h

» ="I"b %%%%%5^h

» [0J%<0+ %%%%%^^h

» =0IH/*GG%X(9*.%%%%%^^h

» =":.3*$0+ %%%%%^`h

» '00$(EK %%%%%^?h

!K(2% E"9*.04*% *23(I03*% #02% E0GE:G03*)% :2($4%
"9*.%a77%)030%H"($32%9(0%3K*%(!.**%=0$"H+%S9\DAT%
0HHG(E03("$D%!K*%3""G%.0$)"IG+%4*$*.03*2%20IHG*%
points on a defined area of Google Maps aerial 

HK"3"4.0HK+%S57A?T%0$)%0GG"#2%+":%3"%)*3*.I($*%
3K*%)*4.**%"&% 3.**%E"9*.%03% ($E.*02($4% G*9*G2%"&%
0EE:.0E+D

B5. Tree Canopy Coverage

Tree Cover Density

!K*% 0)_0E*$3% I0H% 2K"#2% 3.**% E"9*.% )*$2(3+%

($% 577`% S$"3*% 3K03% 3K(2% )030% #02% $"3% :2*)%

3"% E0GE:G03*% *b(23($4% 3.**% E0$"H+% E"9*.04*T%

0$)%H."9()*2%0%.":4K%9(2:0G% .*H.*2*$303("$%"&%

'()$*+g2%:./0$%&".*23D

!.**% E"9*.% )*$2(3+% (2% E0GE:G03*)% :2($4%

O]'%0$0G+2(2;% ($%#K(EK% 3K*%H*.E*$304*%"&% 3.**%

E"9*.% (2% E0GE:G03*)% &".% A% K*E30.*% H"G+4"$2%

0E."22% 3K*% *$3(.*% =XU% S0$)% 3K*.*&".*% 2K":G)%

"$G+% /*% E"$2()*.*)% 0$% 0HH."b(I03("$TD%

!K*% G(4K3*23% 4.**$% .*H.*2*$32% 7L`h%

3.**% )*$2(3+;% 0$)% 3K*% )0.J*23% C`LA77h%

3.**%)*$2(3+D

<02*%(I04*,%=XU%X*4("$0G%P0H%3""G

7L`h

q%A7L5`h q%5`L`7h

q%`LA7h q%`7LC`h
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B6. Setting Targets – Trends
There are a number of best practice strategies 

that municipalities can take to establishing 

long-term goals to increase their tree canopy 

coverage. For example:

 » Not Net Loss: The District of Saanich has 

set a goal of “no net loss”, with an undefined 

long-term goal, which can be defined as 

OCP policies are reviewed and updated.

 » Based on Plantable Spaces: Based on that 

27% of its land is plantable space, the 

City of Kelowna set a goal to increase its 

canopy from 13% to 25%.

 » Site-level Canopy Coverage: The City of 

Tacoma, among others, is moving toward a 

specified minimum canopy coverage on all 

new development sites “at maturity” – as 

opposed to focusing on replacement trees.

 » The City of Lake Forest Park, Washington, 

has similarly adopted site-level canopy 

target guidelines, using lot size as a basis for 

analyzing canopy and establishing targets.

 » By Land Use: The City of Duncan set a 

city-wide target of 40% canopy cover 

by 2050, with an interim target of 30% 

by 2020. These targets are derived from 

land use-based recommendations by the 

non-profit American Forests. An additional 

3,729 trees are required to meet the 40% 

canopy cover target.

At the operations level, the Town is not 

presently equipped to increase the canopy 

coverage. Therefore, clear actions, strategies, 

and priorities – including resource allocation – 

need to be established to achieve a healthy 

urban forest in the long-term, which is the 

purpose of this plan.

See Section C4A (Page: 40) for 

recommendations related to tree 

canopy coverage.

Sidney’s compact built form and lack of large natural areas mean that high canopy 

coverage targets are unrealistic.
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B7. Areas of Significance & Opportunity
While some key factors limit the potential to 

greatly expand the Town’s urban forest, there 

is a big opportunity to [a] provide greater 

protection to existing areas of significance 

and [b] capitalize on areas of opportunity.

Urban Forest: Areas of Significance

Several areas of significant ecological value 

in the Town have already been identified via 

Environmental Sensitive Area policies in the 

Official Community Plan. Yet, their critical 

importance to the urban forest (and other 

critical assets, such as the Migratory Bird 

Sanctuary) are not particularly well-recognized 

in policy. These areas include:

 » Roberts Bay

 » Mermaid Creek

 » Beaufort Road

 » Reay Creek

 » Lochside Waterfront

Other areas in the Town that critically 

contribute to the Town’s urban forest have 

not been formally designed or protect. 

These include:

 » All Bay

 » Resthaven Island

 » Brethour Park

 » Armstrong Point 

(All Bay Road)

Section C3A (Page: 34) provides specific 

recommendations with regard to improving 

the protection of already identified areas and 

establishing protecting for these unidentified 

areas of significance.

Urban Forest: Areas of Opportunity

In addition to these existing areas of 

urban forest, there are multiple areas and 

types of spaces (e.g., boulevards, parks, 

institutional land) within the Town that provide 

opportunity to contribute to the urban forest 

in a meaningful way. Through this process, 

the project team identified suitable areas, 

high-level guidelines, and key next steps for 

implementation.

Section C4A (Page: 40) provides specific 

recommendations with regard to these areas 

and how they could be better utilized to 

enhance our urban forest.
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B8. Review of Existing Policy & Regulation
The Town of Sidney currently has some 

relevant policies and regulations that help 

define, protect, and enhance the urban 

forest. However, generally speaking, these 

are limited and do not reflect the directions of 

this strategy.

Official Community Plan

General Policy

The Official Community Plan (OCP) contains 

a fairly generic policies that relate to the 

urban forest, both from a streetscape 

and environmental (and climate change) 

perspective. These include:

 » Section 13.3.11 Enhancement of streets-

capes throughout the Town is encouraged 

through tree preservation and tree plant-

ing on public open spaces and boulevards, 

where possible.

 » Section 14.3.4 The Town will continue to 

protect trees within the Town using the 

Tree Preservation Bylaw.

These basic, enabling policies will need to 

be expanded upon to serve an aspirational 

strategy for the future.

Environmentally Sensitive Areas

Further, the OCP identifies several 

Environmentally Sensitive Areas (ESAs) 

and contains related policies to protect and 

manage these areas. The Roberts Bay and 

Beaufort Road ESAs include policies specific to 

tree preservation; whereas, the Mermaid Creek, 

Reay Creek, and Lochside Waterfront ESAs lack 

urban forest-related policies.

Development Permit Areas

Development Permit Area (DPA) guidelines 

within the OCP identifies also include some 

minimal policy direction for tree retention 

and replacement. These generally relate to 

the retention of trees outside the proposed 

building envelope and creation of attractive 

streetscapes.

Section C3A (Page: 34) provides related 

recommendations on amending and approving 

these policies.

Downtown Streetscape Standards

The recently approved Downtown Streetscape 

Standards provides recommendations for tree 

plantings and other landscaping elements 

(e.g., rain gardens). Emphasis is placed 
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Tree Preservation Bylaw
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Climate Change Adaptation Best Practices
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URBAN FOREST 
RECOMMENDATIONS
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A. Policy & Regulation

1. Official Community Plan Policy

A review of the Official Community Plan (OCP) 

is a key priority for Sidney’s Council. The review 

should be utilized to work toward the following 

recommendations:

a. Develop directional objectives and enabling 

policies consistent with this strategy.

b. Strengthen Environmentally Sensitive Area 

(ESA) policy by:

i. Supporting the protection of mature 

trees, heron and eagle nests, habitat 

features (e.g., vegetation overhangs, 

perches), other types of native 

vegetation (e.g., understory, shrubs), 

and beach ecology adjacent to the 

Shoal Harbour Migratory Bird Sanctuary;

ii. Strongly encouraging the retention and 

planting of native trees and habitat 

creation when properties redevelop;

iii. Strongly encouraging the use of 

conservation covenants within ESAs;

iv. Reviewing existing ESA boundaries for 

potential additions to better capture 

high value ecosystem assets and tree 

clusters in the Town, such as [a] the 

southern extension of Mermaid Creek 

and [b] upland areas adjacent to Tsehum 

Harbour, All Bay, and Resthaven Island;

v. Ensuring – at minimum – consistency 

with the Capital Regional District’s 

Green/Blue Spaces Strategy, which 

identifies Roberts Bay as a “Blue Space 

Core Area”.

c. Identify opportunities for connectivity 

between areas of natural habitat through 

strategic greenways and neighbourhood 

urban forest enhancements;

i. Determine related investment, policy, 

planning, and management needs.

d. Improve Development Permit Area (DPA) 

guidelines with regard to urban forestry by:

i. Integrating the tree planting and 

landscaping guidelines from this plan 

(see page 36) and developing area-

specific requirements for streetscapes, 

parking areas, and the integration 

of natural habitat in development 

design and developing complementary 

regulations in zoning or other bylaws 

(e.g., Subdivision Bylaw);

ii. Incorporating policies that address the 

impact of building setbacks and setback 

projections on plantable space and loss 

of protected trees;

iii. Considering the inclusion of habitat-

based (e.g., eagle nest, heron nest) 

DPAs, such as Campbell River’s Bald 

Eagle DPA.

e. Consider the establishment of urban 

forestry and green infrastructure policies 
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2. Other Policy & Regulations

8%$:I/*.%"&%.*E"II*$)03("$2%($%3K(2%EK0H3*.%

(IH0E3% *b(23($4% !"#$% H"G(E(*2;% H."E*):.*2;%

0$)% .*4:G03("$2D% ]$% 0))(3("$% 3"% 3K"2*% 0G.*0)+%

identified elsewhere:

0D N$2:.*% &:3:.*% @"E0G% 8.*0% FG0$2% ($EG:)*%

H"G(E(*2;% HG0$2;% 0$)% )*2(4$2% 3"% 2:HH".3%

3K*% !"#$L#()*% .*E"II*$)03("$2% "&% 3K(2%

HG0$% S*D4D;% /G"EJLi0.*0L/02*)% HG0$3($4%

HG0$2T% 0$)% &0E(G(303*% 3K*%E.*03("$%"&%4.**$%

($&.023.:E3:.*D

/D P".*% *&&*E3(9*G+% H."I"3*% 3K*% :2*% "&%

E"$2*.903("$% E"9*$0$32% #(3K% H.(903*%

G0$)"#$*.2% 02% 0% H."3*E3("$% 0$)% ($E*$3(9*%

3""G;%H0.3(E:G0.G+%#(3K($%N'82D

ED X*9(*#%*b(23($4%/+G0#2%0$)%.*G03*)%EK0.4*2%

to ensure that they sufficiently fund the 

HG0$3($4% 0$)% % G"$4L3*.I% I0($3*$0$E*% "&%

3.**2%($%$*#%)*9*G"HI*$3%0$)%2:/)(9(2("$2D

)D Review and consider amending the Zoning 

<+G0#% 3"% .*d:(.*% 4.*03*.% 2*3/0EJ2% &".%

:$)*.4.":$)%0$)%2:.&0E*%H0.J($4%0.*02% 3"%

E.*03*%I".*%HG0$30/G*%2H0E*%($%I:G3(&0I(G+%

0$)%I(b*)%:2*%R"$*2D

*D Review Zoning Bylaw regulations for zones 

XA% 0$)% XADA% 0$)% E"$2()*.% G(I(3($4% 3K*%

/:(G)0/G*% 0.*0% 3"% "&&*.% 4.*03*.% H."3*E3("$%

3"%3.**2D

&D ]$9*23(403*% 3K*% :2*% "&% 3""G2% 0$)% G*9*.2%

3K03% H."9()*% ($E*$3(9*2% 0$)% 2:HH".3% 3"%

K"I*"#$*.2% #(3K($% N'82% S*D4D;% #03*.($4%

0GG"#0$E*2;%&.**%3.**%HG0$3($42TD

3. Tree Preservation Bylaw

!K*% *b(23($4% !.**% F."3*E3("$% <+G0#% E":G)% /*%

(IH."9*)%3"%/*33*.%H."3*E3%3.**2%3K.":4K%3K*%

)*9*G"HI*$3% H."E*22;% *$2:.*% .*HG0E*I*$3%

3.**2%H."H".3("$03*G+%E"IH*$203*%&".%E0$"H+%

G"22;% H*.I(3% &**2% E"9*.% 0)I($(23.03(9*% E"232D%

82%0%.*2:G3;%3K*%&"GG"#($4%(2%.*E"II*$)*),

0D MK*$% )(204.**I*$32% "EE:.% /*3#**$% 3K*%

0HHG(E0$3g2% 0$)%!"#$g2% 0./".(232;% .*d:(.*% 0%

3K(.)% H0.3+% 0./".(23% "H($("$% "$% .*I"90G% "&%

I03:.*%3.**2%"$%H.(903*%H."H*.3+D

/D F."3*E3% 0GG% S$03(9*% 0$)% $"$L$03(9*T% 3.**2%

#(3K% 0%U<W% S)(0I*3*.% 03% /.*023% K*(4K3T% "&%

6`EI%".%4.*03*.D

F."3*E3($4% ($)(9():0G% 3.**2% 0$)% 2I0GG%

&".*23*)% 0.*02% (2% "&% 4.*03% *$9(."$I*$30G%

0$)% E"II:$(3+% 90G:*D% W"#*9*.;% #K*$%

)*9*G"H($4% H"G(E+% 0$)% .*4:G03("$2;% (3% (2%

(IH".30$3%3"%*90G:03*%3.0)*L"&&2%/*3#**$%

facilitating urban infill – and so protecting 

.:.0G%0.*02%c9*.2:2%2H.0#G*)%)*9*G"HI*$3D%

Infill tends to have more visible but 

significantly less environmental impacts. 

!K*.*&".*;% 0$% ($3*4.03*)% H*.2H*E3(9*%

3K03% E"$2()*.2% *$9(."$I*$30G% (IH0E32%

0$)% 2:230($0/G*% )*9*G"HI*$3% H033*.$2% (2%

$**)*)%#K*$%3K($J($4%0/":3%:./0$%&".*23.+D

Urban Forestry in a Growth Centre
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c. Amend protected species regulations 

to reflect the following tree species 

and minimum size requirement table as 

presented above.

d. Amend replacement tree regulations to:

i. Require that replacement tree ratios 

are applied to all protected trees within 

the footprint of a proposed building or 

structure for which the Town has issued 

a building permit;

ii. Require replacement tree bonds be 

held for a period of two years and only 

released upon inspection by a Town 

employee to ensure the health and 

structure of the tree is sufficient for 

reimbursement;

iii. Ensure replacement tree deposits are 

part of the Building Permit process, 

including the identification of suitable 

locations on site plans.

iv. Ensure the following guidelines/

protocols are met:

 » Strongly encourage on-site 

replacement tree, but only accept 

trees in locations with sufficient 

space to sustainably accommodate 

replacement trees in the long-term – 

otherwise, accept cash-in-lieu;

 » Off-site replacement trees should 

be planted within the same 

neighbourhood as the removed tree; 

 » Town arborist to inspect all 

newly-planted replacement trees 

to ensure quality, suitable growing 

conditions, and planted in approved 

plan location;

 » Town to maintain records of and 

periodically inspect replacement 

trees, while helping landowners be 

aware of replacement/protected trees 

located on their property.

e. For pruning branches and roots, increase 

the minimum size that requires a permit to 

10cm for all protected trees.

Protected Tree Species Size of Tree to be Cut (DBH) # of Replacement Trees

Garry Oak, Arbutus, Pacific 
Dogwood, Pacific Yew, and Shore 
Pine

<4 cm 
4 cm to 20 cm 

20 cm to 40 cm 
>40 cm

0 
1 
2 
3

Douglas Fir, Grand Fir, Western Red 
Cedar, and Big Leaf Maple.

< 1.2 m tall 
1.2 m to 6 m tall 
6 m to 12 m tall 

>12 m tall

0 
1 
2 
3

All other tree species 45 cm to 60 cm 
> 60 cm

1 
2

Protected Tree Replacement Ratios
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f. Town to seek legal advice prior to finalizing 

Tree Preservation Bylaw amendments.

g. Develop a Tree Preservation Bylaw Guide.

4. Mitigating Impact of Works

a. Develop an internal policy regarding the 

location of key infrastructure with respect 

to the goals of protecting and enhancing 

the urban forest.

b. Develop a protocol based on a critical root 

zone (based on trunk diameter) to initiate 

municipal or contracted arborist review or 

supervision of underground works by Town 

staff or Fortis BC and their contractors.

i. Work with BC hydro in a similar manner 

with regard to tree pruning and 

maintenance.

c. Work with Fortis BC, BC Hydro, and their 

contractors to have their proposed works 

reviewed by a Town arborist to determine 

whether the project requires supervision 

by an ISA Certified Arborist.

d. Improve coordination and communications 

between Town departments to ensure 

permitting staff and operations staff know 

when to involve an arborist

B. Staffing & Resources

The Town arborist (1) is over capacity and 

tasked with responsibilities beyond tree 

permits and inspections. Moreover, the wider 

Parks staff is stretched in its capacity and 

resourcing – as identified in the Parks Master 

Plan. As a result, the current tree removal / 

replacement rate is roughly equal – with no 

increases to the overall canopy cover. In brief, 

the Town needs to commit more staffing and 

resources to urban forestry by:

1. Operational Resources

a. Conduct an internal assessment of and 

then dedicate the identified operational 

and staffing resources for improved urban 

forest management (based on this plan) in 

order to:

i. Better support development reviews, 

service calls, maintenance, plantings, 

assessments, database development 

and maintenance, and administrative 

duties;

ii. Ensure resourcing levels keep pace with 

increases to the urban forest and its 

related demands over time.

b. Explore the installation of sprinkler 

systems in strategic locations to support 

new boulevard tree growth.

c. Explore options for staff to address the 

prevalence of English Ivy on private lands in 

key urban forest areas (e.g., ESAs).

2. Development Review

a. Improve the development and development 

review process by:

i. Establishing a formal interdepartmental 

Tree Review Process that works with 
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applicants in the pre-application phase 

to identify existing trees and ensure 

building and landscape design protect 

soils and retains as many large, healthy 

trees as possible.

ii. Work with proponents to ensures 

appropriate species selection, 

adequate soil health and volumes, and 

other factors identified in this plan;

iii. Increasing oversight of landscape 

design and construction to ensure that 

guidelines, policies, and approved plan 

elements are being implemented.

C. Inventories & Mapping

The successful assessment, monitoring, and 

planning of the urban forest in Sidney will be 

significantly aided by contemporary GIS-based 

inventory and mapping work.

1. Tree Inventory & Database

a. Create a functional database of the Town’s 

urban forest via a Town-wide GIS-based 

inventory of:

i. Existing publicly-owned trees, including 

an assessment of tree health, species, 

and size.

ii. Plantable space on streets and public 

spaces in order to identify priority 

streets and spaces with low tree 

cover, high plantable space, and limited 

conflicts (e.g., utilities, airport) and 

support the tree planting in Section C4A 

(Page: 34).

b. Maintain the database through regular tree 

inspections and clear internal procedures.

c. Consider procuring GIS-based mobile 

data collection technology to improve the 

development and on-going maintenance of 

the urban forest inventory.

d. As per section C4A (Page: 34), use 

this database to create a planting plan, 

ensuring species and age diversity and the 

selection of appropriate species.

e. Maintain a public record of all replacement 

trees and related cash-in-lieu funds.

2. Significant Trees List

a. Adopt a public process (e.g., physical and 

digital form) for nominating significant 

trees as part of a Town-wide inventory 

(currently exists within Tree Preservation 

Bylaw).

b. Develop related policy for maintaining, 

managing, and emphasizing the protection 

of these significant trees.
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D. Restoration & Invasives Management

A number of areas in the Town present the 

opportunity for restoration and management 

by Town staff and/or community groups, which 

would enhance the quality of the urban forest..

a. Enhance existing key urban forest nodes 

and facilitate native plantings and invasive 

species management by:

i. Working to establish community 

partnerships (see C5A) (Page: 40) to 

better manage and enhance locations 

such as Brethour Park, Beaufort Grove, 

Allbay Road, Mermaid Creek, and Frost 

Avenue Park – among other possible 

locations – with a focus on invasives 

management and planting of native 

species (e.g., trees and understory 

plantings);

ii. Developing a comprehensive 

management plan for Reay Creek 

Park and considering an invasive 

management plan for Brethour Park;

iii. Establishing an initiative to create a 

model, interpretive native restoration 

area at the Ardwell Beach Access with 

Garry Oak, Arbutus, Willow, and Ocean 

Spray.

E. Hazardous Trees

Together, the public and Town can reduce the 

risk posed by hazardous trees.

a. Revise current methods for assessing 

hazardous trees in order to:

i. Reduce the presence of hazardous 

trees in the Town;

ii. Recognize the value of habitat and 

food-bearing trees in natural and within 

riparian areas;

iii. Remove invasive species that may 

contribute to the conditions of 

hazardous trees.

b. Develop specific procedural guidelines 

for managing and responding to the risks 

associated with natural tree stands and 

large trees (e.g., slope instability, fire 

hazard, windfall protection and hazards).

c. All trees of concern identified by the public 

should be assessed by a certified arborist 

within 24 hours for imminent hazards or 

two weeks in all other cases
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Overview

Sidney needs to increase both the quantity 

and quality of its urban forest. While smaller, 

ornamental trees are tempting to plant – easier 

to maintain, lower nuisance, more sunlight 

– they provide significantly less benefit in 

terms of stormwater management, carbon 

sequestration, climate buffering, energy 

conservation, and filtration of air and water.

Therefore, the Town needs a plan to both 

increase its tree canopy cover and enhance 

the resilience and ecological integrity of its 

urban forest – through appropriate species 

selection and planting location and practices. 

To create such a plan, the Town will first 

need an inventory to properly understand its 

existing conditions.

A. Tree Planting & Planting Targets

1. (Interim) Canopy Coverage Targets

Specific and measurable short-term and 

long-term tree canopy coverage targets 

are a common and useful yardstick for 

measuring urban forest change over time. 

While the quality of the urban forest and 

related ecosystems go beyond simple canopy 

coverage calculations, this is a suitable 

and easy to quantify variable. Further urban 

forestry assessment work needs to be done 

before confirming tree canopy coverage or 

planting targets. Such goals should be based 

on current and proposed land use conditions, 

plantable space calculations, and urban 

design context.

a. Establish an interim tree canopy coverage 

target of “no net loss” between 2019 and 

2030, maintaining a canopy coverage 

greater than 14%.

b. Use the proposed urban forest inventory 

(see C3C) (Page: 32) to inform the 

establishment of short- and long-term 

targets for the Town based on plantable 

space and land use conditions. Preliminary 

recommended targets are 18% in 2040 

and 25% in 2070.

2. Sub Area Targets

a. Support the overall tree canopy coverage 

targets by developing sub area targets via 

future LAP processes (combining land use 

planning with the urban forest inventory 

data).

3. Street Tree & Boulevard Plan

The Town should develop a Tree Planting 

Plan to properly operationalize the tree planting 

aspect of the UFS, focusing on enhancing the 

urban forest, downtown beautification, and 

creating pedestrian-friendly streetscapes.

C4. Planting & Enhancement
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a. Begin with urban forest inventory proposed 

in C3C (Page: 32).

b. Develop a Street Tree Planting Plan, based 

on a block-management approach, that 

includes:

i. Target ranges for the diversity of tree 

species, age, size, and growth rates to 

be met throughout the planting plan 

(see C4E for direction) (Page: 38);

ii. A block-based tree planting strategy 

(see example below), identifying priority 

blocks and their preferred species, 

landscaping typology and function, and 

number of trees to be planted per year 

(and accommodated in total);

iii. Landscaping standard of practice or 

concept typologies, including suitable 

tree and other vegetation (e.g., shrubs) 

species for specific areas within the 

town (e.g., downtown, West Side, green 

corridors, ESAs);

iv. Conceptual or construction-ready 

landscaping plans to guide the 

planting of trees and landscaping of 

the boulevards identified in the plan 

– tailored to land use and planting 

typology.

c. Give planning and funding priority to streets 

within COM-1, RES-3, and ESAs.

d. Prioritize the planting of native tree and 

other species on streets within ESAs.

4. Planting in Opportunity Areas

a. Utilize future (park) planning processes to 

increase tree plantings in local parks and 

public spaces – giving strong consideration 

to the trade-offs between urban forestry 

and other priorities, such as active 

recreation.

i. See Park Concept Plans for Brethour, 

Rathdown, and Resthaven as 

precedents.

ii. Other identified public spaces that 

are suitable for increased tree canopy 

coverage include Beaver Park, Melville 

Park, Peter Grant Park, and the right-

of-way at the end of White Birch Road, 

leading to Resthaven Park.

iii. Consider Peter Grant Park as a future 

Garry Oak meadow demonstration area.

iv. Give priority to the planting of larger, 

native tree species due to the available 

   

Oak Bay Urban Forest Management Strategy  
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Figure 29. Proposed street tree planting structure for Oak Bay. 
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Figure 29. Proposed street tree planting structure for Oak Bay. 

  

Example tree planting structure plan from Oak 

Bay Urban Forest Management Plan
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soil volume and lack of potential impacts 

(e.g., Douglas Fir, Garry Oak).

b. Develop a strategy to plant native trees 

and undertake restoration efforts at beach 

accesses, with a focus within ESAs.

c. Engage with Washington State Ferries 

(Department of Transportation) about 

the potential of increasing tree canopy 

coverage on and adjacent to their ferry 

terminal.

d. Work with the Capital Regional District 

(CRD) about the potential to increase 

tree plantings at Greenglade Community 

Centre.

e. Engage School District 63 about the 

potential to increase tree plantings 

on school grounds, especially Sidney 

Elementary.

f. Work with MOTI to increase plantings 

and urban forest management activity in 

Highway 19 rights of way, with an emphasis 

on preserving larger green spaces, 

enhancing the overall gateway experience 

to Sidney, and creating vegetative buffers.

g. Engage the Victoria Airport Authority 

about [a] facilitating increased plantings 

within West Sidney and [b] improving the 

management of trees in Brethour Park.

5. Boulevard Tree Program

a. Develop a Boulevard Tree or “Adopt A Tree” 

Program, similar to that offered by the 

District of Saanich, among many other 

municipalities.

i. Provide and plant boulevard trees for 

free in exchange for residents watering 

and caring for trees for a given period of 

time (e.g., 3-4 summers).

ii. Inform the public about the program 

and young tree care via traditional (e.g., 

brochures) and digital (e.g., webpages) 

communications.

iii. Develop a preferred species toolkit to 

aid residents in selecting appropriate 

trees given the proposed growing 

environment and location (see Saanich’s 

Tree Selection Toolkit and Preferred 

Boulevard Tree Selection List).

iv. Consider providing tree watering bags 

to support residents’ efforts.

b. Explore external funding (e.g., from BC 

Hydro) and partnerships to cover costs 

associated with the program.

B. Development Opportunities

In addition to tree planting and landscaping on 

public property, a number of opportunities exist 

to facilitate, incentivize, or require increase 

tree canopy coverage and landscaping 

on private property – particularly via the 

development review process and related 

policies and regulations. Tree canopy policies 

should be paired with permeable surface 
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policies to help ensure – among other things – 

that adequate growing medium is retained to 

support trees and other vegetation.

a. As identified in C3A (Page: 28), develop 

urban forestry and green infrastructure 

policies as conditions of development 

through land use-, DPA-, or zone-specific 

policies for tree planting and landscaping 

on streetscapes, parking areas, and 

the integration of natural habitat in 

development design. Accomplish this by:

i. Establishing incentives or requirements 

regarding permeable area coverage 

(e.g., maximum effective impervious 

area) and/or tree canopy coverage;

ii. Establishing incentives for the 

preservation of existing tree stands 

and significant vegetation (e.g., native 

shrubs), such as reducing the amount of 

required parking.

iii. Considering a requirement to have 

developers install irrigation on 

boulevards fronting their properties to 

water newly planted trees.

C. Boulevard Planting & Landscaping Guidelines

Street and boulevard trees and landscaping 

provide a number of benefits to the 

immediate area, including enhancing the 

visual appearance and perceived experience 

of the street. In order to receive and maximize 

the benefits, these trees and landscaped 

areas must be well-maintained and healthy. 

Policies and procedures are needed to ensure 

related work is carried out sufficiently, by 

the appropriate party, in an economical 

manner, and as to maintain public safety and 

integration with other Town infrastructure 

(e.g., underground utilities).

a. Until the Town completes the Street Tree 

& Boulevard Plan that more clearly details 

tree planting locations (and species) and 

boulevard landscaping typologies, the 

following guidelines apply:

i. Downtown street, arterials, and 

gateways are to have a higher level of 

maintenance and irrigation, planted 

primarily with adaptive non-native 

(ornamental) tree species (see C4E for 

recommendations on species selection)

(Page: 38).

ii. All other streets and large publicly- and 

privately-owned open spaces are to 

have either [a] native species that are 

as low maintenance as is reasonable 

or [b] adaptive non-native species. 

Landscaping will be complementary to 

the surrounding ecosystems and be 

primarily native, biologically diverse, and 

require little maintenance.

b. Through the urban forest inventory and 

tree planting plan, identify and replace 

old, damaged, inappropriate, or unhealthy 

street and boulevard trees.

c. Clarify responsibility and then establish 

internal policies and amend the 
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Boulevard Maintenance Bylaw to detail 

the responsibilities for the care and 

maintenance of boulevard trees, shrubs, 

and other vegetation.

d. Consider piloting the use of structural soil 

cells in the downtown area (e.g., in a curb 

bulbout).

D. Funding

The Town should explore external funding 

sources to help support future tree planting 

efforts and initiatives (e.g., a boulevard tree 

program) recommended in this strategy.

a. Pursue potential external funding sources, 

including:

i. BC Hydro Community ReGreening 

Program

ii. TD Friends of the Environment 

Foundation Grant

iii. Tree Canada’s Community Tree Grants 

(e.g., Greening Canada’ School Grounds)

iv. CN EcoConnexions From the Ground Up 

program

b. Give strong consideration to developing 

a tree donation program (see the District 

of Oak Bay Tree Donation Program), in 

which donations can be made to plant and 

maintain a tree in a particular public space, 

along with a plaque to commemorate, 

memorialize, or celebrate any person, 

organization, or event.

E. Species

The Town’s current planting practices are more 

ad hoc than needed to ensure a healthy and 

resilient urban forest in the future. Age and 

genetic diversity will create a more resilient 

urban forest – with genetically similar trees 

being susceptible to the same stressors 

(e.g., disease, climate change). Moreover, 

further direction is needed to select native 

and adaptive non-native species that can 

play a key role in creating habitat diversity and 

contributing to ecosystem integrity – while also 

enhancing streetscapes and beautification. 

The following recommendations should be 

informed by (or enhanced by) the proposed 

tree inventory.

a. Plant a diversity of tree species, age, and 

growth rates in public spaces (streets, 

boulevards, parks) by following the “10, 20, 

30” guideline:

i. No more than 10% of public trees 

should be of the same species, 20% of 

the same genus, and 30% of the same 

family.

b. Place an emphasis on selecting native 

and historically-cultivated tree species, 

particularly in RES-1 areas.

i. In parks, this may include any of the 

following: Shore Pine, Douglas Fir, Grand 

Fir, Cottonwood, Trembling Aspen, Big 
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Leaf Maple, Garry Oak, Red Alder, Pacific 

Dogwood, Western Yew, Black Hawthorn 

and Arbutus

ii. On boulevards, this may include Garry 

Oak, Shore Pine, Arbutus, and select 

non-native drought-tolerant species

iii. Undertake an initial pilot program 

to determine the success of these 

species in boulevard and park settings.

c. Consider featuring arbutus trees in 

significant public locations (e.g., at either 

end of Beacon Avenue) as a recognition 

and celebration of the Town’s coat of arms.

d. Use ornamentals in select areas, such as 

downtown (when natives are not suitable) 

and the Lochside waterfront, and generally 

select species that are:

i. Non-invasive and maximize species and 

age diversity;

ii. Optimally sized at maturity for its 

planting context;

iii. Resilient within Sidney’s present and 

projected future climate;

iv. Low-maintenance, while maximizing 

green infrastructure and other benefits;

v. Tolerant of wind and longer, drier 

summers;

vi. From a healthy, well-formed and defect-

free nursery stock; and,

e. Ensure species selection in downtown 

includes less invasive root systems to 

reduce potential impacts on underground 

servicing and utilities.

f. Place an emphasis on selecting native and 

historically-cultivated small trees/shrub 

species, including:

i. Bitter Cherry, Cascara, Choke Cherry, 

Douglas Maple, Hookers Willow, Pacific 

Crabapple, Pacific Willow, Red Alder, 

Juniper, Saskatoon, Scouler’s Willow, 

Sitka Alder, Sitka Willow
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Overview

Successful implementation of the 

Urban Forest Strategy, and the resultant 

increases in the quantity and quality of the 

urban forest, will require both [a] partnerships 

and collaboration with community partners 

and [b] education and communication with the 

public and community agencies.

A. Community Partnerships & Volunteerism

Sidney has a strong culture of volunteerism 

and community action. The Town will benefit 

greatly from working collaboratively with 

and providing direction and resources to 

community partners

a. Work with community partners to create 

an annual Arbor Day celebration, whereby 

staff, community partners, and members 

of the public come together to plant trees 

and celebrate the urban forest.

b. Explore potential community partnerships 

and initiatives with local schools, such 

as providing free native tree species for 

students to plant at home or developing an 

adopt-a-tree program for classes.

c. Explore a community partnerships to 

create:

i. Beach access restoration initiatives;

ii. A volunteer program similar to Saanich’s 

Pulling Together, which works to control 

invasives and aid in habitat restoration 

efforts in Town parks (e.g., Brethour, 

Reay Creek, Resthaven).

d. Make partnerships with local community 

groups (such as the The Greater Victoria 

Green Team) to increase public involvement 

in stewardship of natural areas;

e. Offer free native tree plantings (e.g., 

Douglas fir) to residents within ESAs (e.g., 

Roberts Bay) to plant on private property.

f. Explore partnerships with local First 

Nations and the Garry Oak Ecosystem 

Recovery Team (or other groups) to restore 

at least one demonstration Garry oak 

ecosystems;

g. Consider utilizing partnerships (e.g., 

students, volunteers) to conduct the tree 

inventory (section C3C)

C5. Stewardship & Learning
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B. Community Education & Communications

a. Undertake a communications campaign to 

raise public awareness and understanding 

of:

i. The value and benefits of the 

community’s collective urban forest;

ii. The value and benefits of preserving and 

planting trees on private land, including 

any available incentives;

iii. The limited municipal resources 

available to maintain the urban forest 

and need for community-driven action;

iv. Any proposed or initiated community 

programs in which the community can 

take part (e.g., boulevard tree program, 

volunteer parks restoration);

v. The proposed tree canopy coverage 

targets and related actions they 

can take (e.g., tree plantings and 

maintenance);

vi. The local ecosystem and bioclimate 

context;

vii. The respective roles and related 

guidelines for caring for young boulevard 

trees (e.g., proper watering).

b. Develop a Tree Preservation Bylaw & 

Replacement Tree Guide.

c. Develop an information brochure that 

provide residents and developers with 

landscaping care tips for trees on private 

property (e.g., watering, pruning).

d. Develop a strategy for informing the public 

about the management of invasive species 

(e.g., English Ivy) on private property, with a 

focus on areas such as Beaufort Grove.

e. If resources allow, long-term, then measure 

and report on the scope and value of 

ecosystem services provided by the urban 

forest on both public and private lands.

C. Action & Adaptation

a. Conduct a review and update the 

UFS on an on-going basis and, where 

applicable, review targets, guidelines, and 

performance at appropriate intervals.

b. Use the OCP review process to establish 

an official Town tree – with consideration 

for the arbutus on Sidney’s coat of arms.

D. First Nation Engagement, Knowledge, & Co-Management

a. Seek to establish partnerships with local 

First Nations to represent First Nations 

values and perspectives in management 

and restoration of the natural environment.

b. Seek a partnership to establish a 

demonstration camas meadow / oak 

savannah on public land.
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Action Summary Section Priority

Strengthen Policies & Review 
Zoning Bylaw

 » Develop directional OCP policies consistent with this strategy.

 » Strengthen OCP, ESA, and DPA policies with regard to tree retention, landscape 

design, and identifying opportunities for ecological connectivity.

 » Review Zoning Bylaw to balance  urban design and healthy growing conditions

C3A High

Public Tree Inventory
 » Create and maintain a functional database of the Town’s urban forest using a GIS-

based inventory.
C3C High

Tree Canopy Coverage Targets

 » Work to meet the interim tree canopy coverage target of “no net loss” between 

2019 and 2030.

 » Confirm and then work to meet the recommended targets of 18% by 2040 and 

25% by 2070.

C4A High

Utilize Park Planning & Local 
Area Plans

 » Integrate UFS recommendations into future parks planning and local area planning, 

including possible sub-area canopy targets, planting plans, and facilitating the use 

of green infrastructure and urban habitat creation.

C3A High

Improve Development Review 
Process

 » Ensure the development review process more carefully considers growing 

conditions, soil health, and landscape design and construction oversight.

 » Establish a formal interdepartmental Tree Review Process that works with 

applicants in the pre-application phase to protect soils and retain mature trees.

C3B High

Internal & External Funding

 » ToS to explore external funding sources to support initiatives and tree plantings 

recommended in this strategy.

 » Review existing bylaws and related charges to ensure sufficient funding for the 

planting and  long-term maintenance of trees in new development and subdivisions.

C4D / C3A High

Protect more Trees on Private 
Land

 » More effectively promote the use of conservation covenants with private 

landowners as a protection and incentive tool.

 » Investigate other tools and levers to incentivize and support homeowners within 

ESAs (e.g., watering allowances; free tree plantings);

C3A / C3B Medium

Stakeholder Urban Forest 
Plantings & Management

 » Work with local stakeholders to promote tree plantings and complementary urban 

forest initiatives (e.g., Washington State Ferries, MOTI, CRD, SD63, VAA)
C4A Medium

Community Partnership
 » Work with and support volunteers and community groups to carry out restoration 

efforts and other initiatives identified in this strategy.
C5A Medium

First Nations Partnerships
 » Seek to establish partnerships with local First Nations to better represent First 

Nations values and perspectives in management and restoration of the natural 

environment and to establish a demonstration camas meadow.

C5D Medium

UFS Review
 » Review and update the UFS on an on-going basis and, where applicable, review 

targets, guidelines, and performance at appropriate intervals.
C5C Low

D3. Implementation Plan: On-Going Actions

On-going actions may be completed over time as part of the Town of Sidney’s (ToS) regular operations or addressed 

opportunistically, as funds or partnerships become available.
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Action Summary Section Priority

Tree Planting Plan  » Develop a Street Tree Planting Plan, based on a block-management approach. C4A High

Preferred Tree Species 
Lists & Guidelines

 » Undertake an initial pilot program to determine the success of identified native species 

in boulevard and park settings.
C4E High

Tree Preservation Bylaw 
Updates

 » Expand the list of species and size requirements for protected trees and improve the 

tree removal replacement rates to better mitigate impacts on the urban forest.
C3A High

Internal Staff & Resources 
Review

 » Conduct an internal assessment of and then dedicate the identified operational and 

staffing resources for improved urban forest management.
C3B High

Boulevard Maintenance
 » Clarify responsibility and then establish internal policies and amend the Boulevard 

Maintenance Bylaw to detail key responsibilities.
C4C High

UFS Awareness Campaign
 » Undertake a communications campaign to raise public awareness and understanding of 

the urban forest, urban tree care, etc.
C5B High

Arbor Day Celebrations  » Work with community partners to create an annual Arbor Day celebration. C5A Medium

Significant Tree List & 
Procedures

 »  Adopt a public process (e.g., physical and digital form) for nominating significant trees 

as part of a Town-wide inventory (currently exists within Tree Preservation Bylaw).
C3C Medium

BC Hydro & Fortis BC 
Agreement

 » Establish protocol agreements with BC hydro regarding tree pruning and maintenance 

and Fortis BC regarding underground works.
C3A Medium

ESA Tree Planting Program
 » Offer free native tree plantings (e.g., Douglas Fir) to residents within ESAs (e.g., 

Roberts Bay) to plant on private property.
C5A Medium

Develop a Guide to the Tree 
Preservation Bylaw

 » Develop a guide to help homeowners and developers better understand the bylaw, its 

justifications, and its implications.
C3A Low

D4. Implementation Plan: Short-term Actions

Short-term actions represent ‘low-hanging fruit’ that are recommended as budget priorities by the Council in the near future 

(1-3 years) to jump start the process of achieving the key objectives of the UFS
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Action Summary Section Priority

Boulevard Tree Program  » Develop a Boulevard Tree or “Adopt A Tree” Program. C4A High

Development 
Requirements

 » Work to develop incentives and/or requirements to facilitate increase permeable area 

coverage, tree canopy coverage,  preservation of existing tree stands, and healthier 

growing/soil conditions (e.g., reduced surface parking requirements; maximum effective 

impervious area requirements)

C4B / C3A High

Native Restoration Area
 » Work with partners to create a model, interpretive native restoration area at the Ardwell 

Beach Access.
C3D Medium

Tree Donation Program  » Consider developing a tree donation program. C4D Medium

Value of Ecosystem 
Services

 » Measure and report on the scope and value of ecosystem services provided by the urban 

forest on both public and private lands.
C5B Low

Revise Hazardous Tree 
Policies & Practices  » Develop procedural guidelines for managing and responding to hazardous trees. C3E Low

D5. Implementation Plan: Longer-term Actions

Longer-term actions should be brought forward as budget and planning priorities as appropriate over the next 3+ years to 

achieve the goals of the UFS. High priorities items, in particular, should be considered Council priorites over the next 3-5 years.
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FROM:

DATE:

SUBJECT:

TOWN OF SIDNEY

Report to Gommittee Of the Whole

Chair and Committee Members

Kevin Webber, Planning Technician

June 7,2019 Folder: 10326 Menagh Place (Land)

Development Variance Permit Application No. DVl00284

10326 Menagh Place

PURPOSE:

The purpose of this report is to address Development Variance Permit Application No. DVl00284
for the property located at 10326 Menagh Place (see Aerial Photo of Subject Property in Appendix A).

OVERVIEW OF DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL:

ln August 2017 the applicant applied for a Building Permit to construct an accessory structure in the
rear yard of the subject property (8P105236). The plans submitted as part of the application complied
with allïown bylaws and Building Code regulations. Building Permit No. 8P105236 was issued and the
applicant began construction on the project (see 8P105236 application drawings in Appendix B).
During the construction phase of the project, a Town Building Official inspected the structure and asked
the applicant to provide the Town with a site survey, prepared by a BC Land Surveyor, indicating where
the structure was presently located on the property. Upon submission of the survey, it was found that
accessory structure had been built closer to the north side lot line than was indicated in the original
plans, and that it no longer conformed to the minimum accessory structure setback requirements
stated in Zoning Bylaw No. 2015 (see Site Suruey in Appendix C).

The applicant is requesting a variance to keep the structure built as-is, and non-conforming with the
Zoning Bylaw (see applicant's letter of rationale in Appendix D). lt should be noted that presently, the
construction of structure is approximately 90% completed (see photos of accessory building in
Appendix Q. The applicant has additionally provided renderings of what the accessory structure will
look like once completed (see completed accessory structure renderings in Appendix fl.
An overview of the requested variance is provided below in Table 1:

Table 1: Requested Variance

OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN BYLAW 1920:

The subject property is designated as Neighbourhood Residential (RES-1) in the Town of Sidney
Official Community Plan (OCP). Upon reviewing the Objectives and Policies outlined in the Official
Community Plan, staff is of the opinion that the proposal is in full conformance.

Zoning Bylaw No.2015 Required Proposed

Section 5.1.6.a.ii: Maximum permitted projection of
eaves into a setback 0.6 metres 0.7 metres

(0.5m from property line)

Section 5.1.9.a.iii: Minimum accessory building or
structure setback from any lot line

1.2 metres 0.8 metres
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As outlined in Section 5 of the OCP, new construction, including the construction of accessory buildings
in residential lands, should respect the character of the surrounding neighbourhood in terms of
minimum lot size, building massing, height, setbacks, and building form and character.

Staff have reviewed the proposal and found that while the accessory building under construction is
consistent with the surrounding form and character of the neighbourhood in terms of massing, height
and building form, the lack of adherence to setback requirements does not respect the established
character of the neighbourhood.

ZONING BYLAW 2015:

The subject property is zoned Single- and Two-family Residential (R2), the intent of which is to provide
for a mixture of low density single-family housing with the potential for a secondary suite and two-family
housing.

Staff have reviewed the proposal and determined it is in full conformance with the Zoning Bylaw, with
the exception of the requested variances.

DISCUSSION:

The intent of the minimum setback requirement for accessory buildings within the Zoning Bylaw is to
ensure that neighbouring properties aren't adversely affected by having a building located in close
proximity to their property lines. The applicant has provided a signed letter from the neighbouring
property to the north that is impacted by the reduced setback (2211 ArdwellAvenue) ensuring that the
siting does not present a concern, however, there is no guarantee that a future owner of that property
will share the same opinion (see letter from owner of 2211 ArdwellAvenue in Appendix G).

Furthermore, staff are of the opinion that permitting any structure to be built which differs from the
approved plans without prior staff review, sets a precedent that future applicants are free to change the
siting or design of their proposals without any consequences. Additionally, approving variances without
a strong rationale, as staff believe is not present in this instance, weakens the significance of Town
bylaws.

Given the above mentioned factors, staff are of the opinion that the structure should be brought into
conformance with the regulations listed within the Zoning Bylaw, or else be removed from the property.

STAFF RECOMMENDAtrION:

That the accessory structure on the property at 10326 Menagh Place be brought into
conformance with Zoning Bylaw No. 2015, or else be removed.

Respectf ully submitted, I concur, I concur,

Kevin Webber,
Planning Technician

Alison Verhagen, RPP
Senior Manager, Current Plannin

Humble, MCIP, RPP

Attachments:
Appendix A: Aerial photo of subject property
Appendix B: 8P105236 application drawings
Appendix C: Site Survey
Appendix D: Letter of rationale

Chief Administrative Off icer
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Appendix E: Photos of accessory building
Appendix F: Completed accessory structure renderings
Appendix G: Letter from owner oÍ 2211 ArdwellAvenue

Presenter: AndrewBradley,Applicant

Appendix A= 2017 Aerial Photo of the Subject Property (10326 Menagh Place), showing the OCP
(red) and zoning (white) designations. The subject property is outlined in blue and the location
of the accessory structure in orange.
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Property with Proposed Accessory Building
10326 Menagh Place Sidney
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APPENDIX D

trGEIVtr
MAY ? 7 2019

TOWN OF SIDNEY

Andrew and Pam Bradley

10326 Menagh Place

Sidney,BC. V8L 3M7

May l9,20tg

Town Of Sidney Planning Department

Attention: Kevin Webber

:Dan Jones

Dear Mr Webber and Mr Jones:

My wife and I very much appreciate you both coming to our residence at our
request, to better understand the circumstances surrounding the construction
of our accessory building and it's unfortunate placement within the offset of
our property line.

\üe feel that this situation is a candidate for a variance for a number of
reasons which we hope you and the Sidney council will take into fair
consideration.

We would also like to mention that we take primary responsibility for the
situation of course but that the previous inspector who is now no longer in
Sidney did allow us to move forward with construction and â pass on
successive inspections despite failing the initial inspection because of the lack
of a survey.

Never having built a building before or having to go through the permitting
procedure we were under the impression that a survey was little more than a

formality, likewise for a variance, and because of the extended time over
which I took to move forward with the building, the issue of a survey was

forgotten until recently when it was discovered that the permit had actually
expired.

n
U



APPENDIX D

Never did we feel that such drastic steps as moving an entire building could
possibly happen based on what has now been assessed as 15" of intrusion into
the 1.2 meter offset required by Sidney bylaw.

Our ignorance assuming that the fence line, ( though what I would have
thought as logical ), has been the primary cause of this situation.

We would like to mention that despite our mistake, we have taken every effort
to build this accessory building correctlyn with all necessary permits, bringing
in contractors when we could afford it and when deemed out of my abilities,
addressing all issues brought to our attention by the previous inspector asking
permission from the previous owner of the neighboring property and
speaking at length with the new property owner about our current situation to
which he has been so kind as to furnish us with a signed letter expressing his
lack of concern over the 15" intrusion on our property offset,

We also feel that because offsets are put in place to protect neighboring
structures in the event of fïre, in this case our neighbors building is 17.5' from
our accessory building and poses no threat whatsoever to his building.

After meeting with you at our property we are more than happy to abide by
whatever is necessary to {ire proof the building as listed in the 2018 BC
Building Code, paragraph 9.10.15.5 Construction of Exposing Buitding Face

of Houses.

Also worth mentioning is the huge cost and effort in moving the building in
question because of a mere 1.5" as compared to a variance cost of $250 that
would make things so much simpler and enable us to move fonvard with our
project to completion within the permit extension period that you have
allowed us.

Finally, if a variance was not to be granted to us, we would at least hope that
in order to save any future Sidney citizens from the stress and uncertainty of
this situation, that a "Stop Work" notice of some sort be placed on a home
project of this dimension when there is any possibilify of a violation of bylaw
or building code.

We thank you for your consideration in this matter,
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MAY 2 7 2019

TOWN OF SIDNEY

Adam Wilson

--

Sidney ,BC. Andrew and Pam Bradley

L0326 Menagh Place

Sidney ,BC. VEL 3M7

May 19,2019

Town Of Sidney Planning Departmert

Attention: Kevin lVebber

;Dan Jones

Ilerr Mr rilebber and Mr Jones,

This is a notice to the Town of Sidney Planning Department that as the
property owner of the above address , the accessory building being built
É'at10326MenaghPlacedoesnotpresentaconcerntomyselfnor
do I deem it a risk to my property.

{W,^. L^};l?n,

D
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